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ROPELIKE BIRTHMARKS O N CHILDREN W H O
CLAIM TO REMEMBER PAST LIVES '
IAN STEVENSON

St1mmaty.-Description of birth~narkshaving the pattern of strands of a rope in
a second known case includes some verificadon of the correspondence benveen the
birthmarks and injuries from ropes on an identzied deceased person.

Keil and Tucker (2000) reported the case of a child with birthmarks
said to correspond to marks made by parachute ropes on the first husband
of the child's mother. The child, when he could speak, made a few statements that Keil and Tucker interpreted as fragmeniary memories of the life
of this man. He had been an airforce trainee in Burma (now Myanmar) who
had died when practicing a landing with a parachuce. He had been carried
by the parachute into a lake instead of the designated landing field. It was
conjectured that the parachute trainee had become entangled in the parachute's ropes, either when he tried to avert landing in the lake or irnmedately afterward when he drowned. On this interpretation, the ropellke marks
on the subject's right leg corresponded to minor abrasions of the parachuce
ropes on the airman's leg.
The case that Keil and Tucker investigated is unusual in that the subject's birthmarks plausibly corresponded to pressure marks from ropes on a n
identified deceased person. Other subjects of India and Myanmar who clairned to remember previous lives have had birthmarks attributed to pressure
from ropes on a deceased person (Stevenson, 1997). In one of these the subject's birthmark had the pattern of the strands of a rope. Unfortunately, as
in nearly all the other cases of this group, no deceased person was found
whose Me corresponded to the statements of the subject, who in this case
claimed to have been a Japanese soldier k~lledby Burmese villagers, presumably toward the end of the Japanese occupation of Burma (as it then was) in
the spring of 1945.
In one other Burmese case, however, the statements of the subject,
HW, matched events in the Me of a man, NT, who had been murdered in a
neighboring ullage about two years before HW's birth (Stevenson, 1997).
NT's murderers, in order to dispose of his body, tied it up with ropes
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s HVG' at the a e of 11. Thcre was a deep roovc (constriction ring) in the
FIG. 1. L e ~ of
rnidiile of the la thigh and a srnalfeer r w e above the right a r b e There was also a faint horizontal line of increassd pigmentation a i o r c rhr left ankle at thc samc lcvel as the groove on the
right leg.

around the ankles and thighs, so that the body was doubled up and could
then fit into a gunny sack, which they then put into a dried up well. The
police later retrieved the doubled up body of NT and the ropes. HW's
mother, who was then 2'12 months pregnant with IIW, happened to be
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passing NT's village on her way home when the police were pulling NT's
body and the ropes out of the well. Therefore, a maternal impression may
account for the birth defects on HW (Stevenson, 1992). Fig. 1 shows a deep
groove on the left thigh and a smaller one just above the right ankle. The
left leg had a h e of increased pigmentation at the level of the groove above
the right ankle. A maternal impression, however, cannot alone account for
HW's statements which provided a fairly detailed account of NT's murder,
including the disposition of his body. According to HW, NT was still Ave
after being severely wounded, when his body was being tied up with ropes
and put, doubled up, into the sack and then into the well. Not surprisingly,
informants for this case believed that HW was the reincarnation of NT. This
case and one other, that reported by Keil and Tucker, are the only cases
with r o p e b e birthmarks (of which I am aware) that have some verification
of the correspondence between the birthmarks and injuries from ropes on
an identified deceased person.
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